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11 Ways to Manage Cancer While You're Working
by Cynthia Ramnarance May 24, 2012

know your legal rights
You can’t get fired because of your illness. It’s illegal, thanks to the Americans with Disabilities Act, which also requires your company to make “reasonable accommodations” so you can still do your job. That means you can modify your work schedule or even have your job restructured. The Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) allows you
to take up to three months off work unpaid, either consecutively or in increments (such as several days every few weeks during chemotherapy). The FMLA also protects
your job and guarantees your health insurance will continue. For more info about laws specific to your state or advice on any legal aspects of your diagnosis, contact The Cancer Legal Resource Center.
become an expert on your cancer
Learn much as you can about your cancer, including what treatments you need, any side effects and how it may challenge you in your work life, advises Cherry Wunderlich, who worked during treatment for thyroid cancer and multiple myeloma. Of course, you can’t predict how you will respond to treatment, but any notice you can give
your boss about your availability will help you manage his or her expectations -- which is key to a healthy boss-employee relationship.
be upfront with your coworkers
Once you’ve wrapped your head around the diagnosis and done your research, explain to your coworkers what’s going on. Letting them know about your illness, the
treatment and what you’ve been told to expect can protect you from disease-related discrimination and can help prepare your colleagues for changes in your productivity. “Sharing eliminated a lot of stress and empowered me so much,” says Allison Gryphon, who worked through breast cancer treatment. “I sat down with coworkers individually and told them I needed their help, their smiles, their support. Looking back on it, I think it also empowered everyone I worked with. It changed the team dynamic for the better.”
accept help
After a cancer diagnosis, no one expects you to do 100 percent of what you did before. So don't try. Accept help when it's offered and ask for it when you need it. "On
the weeks I felt great I handled everything at work myself," says Ellyn Davidson, who worked while undergoing breast cancer treatment. "On the weeks I had chemo,
someone tag-teamed with me on my account. I'd tell my partner, 'I'm feeling good today, I can handle this,' or if I didn't respond within an hour she knew she had to handle it."
ignore the naysayers
Well-meaning friends and family might be shocked, even angered, by your desire to balance work with your cancer treatment. They might think that by focusing on your
job, you can’t fight the disease 100 percent. Explain to them why work is important -- financially or otherwise -- to you. "During chemo, I felt horrible physically, but mentally I felt even worse because I felt so unproductive," says Davidson, who recalls using her Blackberry during pre-op to take her mind off the impending surgery. "I
couldn't lift up my son, I couldn't drive my older kids around, but with work I felt I was able to help someone somewhere other than myself. And that was empowering."
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do what makes you feel good
Do you hate your wig? Don’t wear it. Opt for a head scarf or go au natural. People will deal. Need a mid-day pick-me-up? Load up your favorite tunes on your
MP3 player, says Gryphon. “Fill your work area with happy images and things that inspire you,” she says. “Don’t hide. Celebrate the fact that you are fighting cancer and winning enough to be able to work. And don’t worry about what others think.”
take advantage of flextime
If it’s easier to work from home, ask your boss if you can telecommute. If mornings are tough because of fatigue, see if you can come in later and leave later. Or ask if
you can take longer-than-usual lunch breaks (and then head home for a power nap if you live close by or take a break in the employee lounge). If you have an office, let
coworkers know you’ll be unavailable for an hour then lock the door and try to sleep or rest.
take a real sick day
Technology makes working through treatment easier than ever, especially if you have an office job. But there are days when you won’t even feel up to answering an
email or participating in a conference call. Send out a virtual “do not disturb” notice and use the day to let your body rest and focus solely on recovery.
schedule chemotherapy strategically
It might take a few treatments, but eventually you may notice a pattern with your chemotherapy-related exhaustion, nausea and other side effects. For some people, the
symptoms don’t hit until a few days after the treatment. For others, the effects are immediate but dissipate after a day or two. Once you learn how your body responds,
schedule treatments so your sickest days fall on the weekends, when you have time to recover.
work fewer hours
If you can’t put in 40 or more hours a week but you want to continue working and your job allows it, ask to work 20 or 30 hours a week instead. You'll get a mental break
from your illness and your coworkers may appreciate your being around, but first talk to HR about how reducing your hours will impact your salary and benefits.
put the brakes on your career -- for now
Perhaps you’ve spent the last decade climbing the ladder only to smack headfirst into the cancer ceiling. Maybe you were gunning for a promotion, a raise or hoped to
be named partner. Let that wait. “It was very difficult for me to put my career on hold at the very time it was really taking off,” says Alicia Stanton, M.D., who is battling
breast cancer. “It was hard for me to not see patients. But I’ve had the good fortune to be able to do many things from home as a consultant. Do your best at work but
understand that your health comes first.”
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Zulu and the Healing Power of Tattoo

MAKING A STATEMENT
By Bob Baxter May 8th 2012

The power of tattoo art is an age old phenomenon that, for Allison W. Gryphon, will soon transcend her battle with stage-III breast cancer. On April 10, 2011, Allison found a lump in
her breast. From that moment, she was in the fight of her life. After three surgeries, six rounds of chemotherapy and thirty days of radiation, a new and liberated Allison has emerged. In
the spirit of celebrating all of the amazing and wonderful changes that cancer brought into her life, Allison has asked Zulu of Zulu Tattoo, in Los Angeles, not to cover her scar, but rather
to help her celebrate the change that it represents. Zulu is in the midst of bringing Allison’s vision of an angel wing, butterfly wing and the power of water together in one design. Her
appointment is June 9th.
With one in three people faced with cancer, in our modern world, and the power of tattoo art, we thought it would be wonderful to bring the two together in a positive message for cancer
fighters, advocates, supporters and tattoo fans alike.
Allison is a novelist and filmmaker currently using her talents to produce and direct a raw and hopeful look into the modern day cancer battle called “What the F@#- is Cancer and Why
Does Everybody Have It?”, which also features an interview with Zulu about his advocacy and work with cancer fighters.
www.tatooroadtrip.com

It was a Sunday morning...
by Providence Regional Cancer System | Tuesday, August 14, 2012 |
Editor's Note: We are honored to have A.W. Gryphon share her story of diagnosis with us.
Allison W. Gryphon is an Author, Filmmaker, Creator of The Why? Foundation and a Breast Cancer Survivor.

It was a Sunday morning. I’d been up early for a pilates class and I was just out of the shower. I had brunch with my friend Joaquim and a matinée with my standing
weekend movie buddy, Elissa.
Getting dressed, I went to put my bra on and it didn’t quite fit right. I re-adjusted and then I froze. I was standing in front of my closet in a small room that suddenly
seemed massive and empty… and painfully quiet. I think when someone feels a lump for the first time and they know in their gut what it is, the world does truly stop
spinning, just for a moment. Just long enough for you to hear your own heart beating, to feel what it means to take a breath and to know not only the full weight of your
body, but of your being.
It was Sunday morning so there were no doctors to call or appointments to be had. It would be something to be taken care of the next day. Everything would change. I
knew that. So I got myself dressed and went out for a lovely brunch with Joaquim then off to see Julian Schnabel’s new movie with Elissa. I said nothing to my friends
and it was a wonderful. The presence of the lump was never far from my thoughts, but I wanted a day of love and friendship, not fear and concern.

My Monday began with a trip to an Urgent Care Clinic, the fastest way I could get the referral for a mammogram. I was at a highly recommended breast center at 7am
Tuesday morning. First there was the mammogram, during which the technician suggested we take a few extra views for the doctor, then came the ultra sound, then the
doctor, then the second ultra sound and then the smile. That smile of hope and encouragement and knowing how much trouble I was in that I will never forget. “We’re
going to do a needle biopsy.” The wonderful doctor said kindly taking my hand and meeting my eyes to hers.
I don’t know how to describe what was going through my head at that moment. Everything. Nothing. I knew what it was and I knew it was happening, but I hadn’t connected those thoughts. It was like I was watching a movie, but it was me.
The following day, I went to work. I went to normal. That’s what I needed to do. Just before lunch my phone rang. It was the same lovely doctor who’d done the needle
biopsy the day before. “We were all pulling for you.” She said… And then she told me what I already knew was coming.
It’s one thing to know what’s coming, it’s another matter all together to hear someone say it out loud. Someone you don’t know, but who in one instant will have changed
your life forever. I know that what followed were words of support and encouragement. I don’t remember them. I do remember hanging up the phone and looking at the
buttons, not quite sure what to do with them. The room was heavy and there were people on the other side of my closed door waiting. People who had assured me that
everything would be ok, not just for me, but for themselves. There were friends, colleagues, people I cared about and people I didn’t know out there. Everyone who the
explosion was going to hit once I opened the door.
It took almost a half hour. I looked at the door for a long time. It was real for me, but once I opened that door it would be real outside of that room.
The first person I saw was Jude. She was sitting in a chair right outside wide-eyed and steady. I’m not sure if they were all there already or if they heard me come over,
but within a moment Shannon, Mary Beth and Jackie were looking back at me amongst a busy office full of people who were about to find out.
I don’t know if the assault of the cancer on me or of the news on everyone else was more jarring. What I do know is that’s the day where I found out what I was made of
and when I found out who all of the people on the other side of that door really were.
It was the most devastating and beautiful day of my life. And that is how my battle with stage IIIa breast cancer began on Wednesday April 13, 2011.
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BREAST CANCER WISDOM June 13, 2012 Allison W. Gryphon, author and filmmaker, spoke with Lisa Schneider-Cipriano,
host of Breast Cancer Answers, sharing her breast cancer experience and how she battled back.

This interview is available for viewing at breastcanceranswers.com

Lifestyle February 8, 2012

What does it mean to eat clean? and green? We are hearing those terms more often, as Americans are becoming more conscious of the foods we eat.
Many people strive to maintain a natural lifestyle, free from the processed foods that monopolize our grocery store shelves.
Dieting is so last year. Learn why diets don’t work and what you can do to diet no more by eating clean and become healthy and fit for good.
Eat Green
Crash diets and detoxes as a means to lose weight have little value. Carefully measured detoxes and fasts can be important for cleansing reasons, but
sustainable long term weight loss and increased health can be achieved by eating cleaner and greener, and consciously taking steps to inhabit your body
and your life more fully as an ‘ecosystem’ itself.
Jarid Manos, Social Transformation Activist, Great Plains Restoration Council
Eat Clean
The ultimate compliment I received as a cancer fighter was when people who knew me said I looked better than ever and people who I’d just met didn’t
realize I was in the fight of my life. I made it through my battle with stage IIIA breast cancer challenged, but never sick and I attribute that to a clean diet.
The wonderful and unexpected side effect was glowing skin and a great body.
Nutrition is paramount and getting it into your system is the key. I have found that eating organic, unrefined, and locally farmed foods that have not been
processed gives my body exactly the fuel it needs and in turn not only a great feeling, but a great look.
Eating clean has brought me closer to understanding my body and what’s works for me. I’m at my best with a gluten free, limited dairy, high protein diet
that includes an abundance of fresh fruits and vegetables and a few unique foods I’ve found to be extraordinary including aloe, kombucha and olive oil.
I believe that being open minded, committed to trying new things and listening to your body can open doors to a new, healthy and beautiful body for anyone willing to give it a shot.
Allison W. Gryphon, Author/Filmmaker/Breast Cancer Fighter
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A TATTOO TO TRANSCEND A BREAST CANCER BATTLE
A couple of months ago, I received a message from Angelica Scott with the subject line:
"A Tattoo to Transcend a Breast Cancer Battle - Allison W. Gryphon's Story." It stood out, especially in contrast to the tattoo supply promos and nude photos from strangers that usually
flood my Inbox. I was put in touch with Allison, and indeed, she has an incredible story that is inspiring to all, even beyond those fighting cancer.
Allison, who is a novelist and award-winning screenwriter, was diagnosed with Stage III breast cancer in April 2011. She says her "immediate instinct was to pick up a camera and start
asking questions." The big question -- "What The F-@# Is Cancer and Why Does Everybody Have It?" -- is the title of her film, which is due to hit the film festival circuit in 2013.
The documentary tells the stories of cancer fighters and also explores why it is so prevalent -- why 1 in 3 people will be diagnosed with cancer in our lifetime. She has interviewed experts on Western medicine, Eastern medicine, alternative therapies and related fields. Alison also delves into the psychological aspect of fighting cancer. She says, "[...] everyone needs
to find their own way to make peace with it. That's not something the doctors can do for you. They can help guide you, but you need to find your answer. Mine was the tattoo. I don't
think I would have ever felt complete without it."

Her tattoo of angel and butterfly wings placed around her breast was done by Zulu of Zulu Tattoo in Los Angeles. Zulu takes a spiritual approach to tattooing and has worked with a
number of breast cancer fighters. [Miguel interviewed Zulu in 2009.] Allison says that Zulu, Khani (his wife, who runs shop) and Lauren Miyake (her friend & photographer) had become part of her family through the experience, adding: "Just as the doctors had, together these three amazing people all saved my life by giving it back to me through both Zulu's amazing work and the experience of bringing it out of me."
I naturally had a million questions and Allison has been incredibly gracious answering them. My profile on her will appear in an upcoming issue of Skin & Ink magazine. Here's a taste:
In December 2011, 38-year-old Allison W. Gryphon walked through the door of Zulu Tattoo in Los Angeles, CA for the first time. It was only a few months after her six rounds of chemotherapy for Stage III breast cancer and mere weeks after her second surgery. Her hair was gone and, even in LA, bald women still draw stares. While Zulu came highly recommended by
a close friend, she didn't really know what to expect. Tattoo studios are not generally known to be sanctuaries of comfort and accommodation. But she was greeted with smiles, calmness,
and she says, a sense that "can only compare to the sincere embrace of an old friend." Allison knew she chose the right place for her inaugural tattoo. Technically, Allison had already
been tattooed: eight tiny blue dots done old school style with a sharp needle and ink to line up the radiation lasers. Those radiation tattoos are the butt of many jokes among cancer
fighters - real tattooed badasses. Some keep them as marks of a battle won. Others ignore them like freckles. Allison has decided to remove hers. To her, being tattooed is "to celebrate
all of the amazing and wonderful changes that cancer brought into [her] life."
For more on Allison and her film, head to the "What The F-@# Is Cancer and Why Does Everybody Have It?" Facebook page, "Like" it and even share your own related stories.
Also check her online cancer research center Thewhyfoundation.org.
[Photos by Lauren Miyake courtesy of WTF is Cancer Movie.]

Standing in the quiet
by Providence Regional Cancer System | Monday, November 12, 2012 |

“The air's so heavy, it could drown a butterfly, if it flew too high.”
–from the song Falling and Flying by Grace Potter and the Nocturnals

From the moment I came to, after receiving the diagnosis, my world started moving at 150mph 24/7. I met the breast surgical oncologist. I met the reconstructive surgeon. I went for a PET CT scan, a breast MRI, a pre-op orientation, a DNA test, and a post-op camisole fitting. I told people. I made lists and arrangements and wrote
newsletters and emails so everyone who I had told could keep up on what was going on. I bought bathrobes and journals and soft oversized shirts: Things that would
make me happy and things that would make me comfortable. Every day I was talking until my voice was hoarse and driving from here to there to get everything done…
and then there was the mastectomy and lymph node dissection, and recovery, and visits. There was learning how to sleep without rolling over on my drain. Figuring out
how to get out of bed without engaging my chest muscles. Working toward being able to open the refrigerator door all by myself. Researching anything and everything I
could to heal my body and make it stronger than ever before. I had always thought of myself as a go-go-go type of girl, but the kind of “busy” cancer brought into my life
was something I never could have imagined. And the busy of it all, in many ways, is what saved me.
For me, Cancer was a full time job added to my actual full time job and overbooked life. I think that’s why my first day of chemo hit me like a freight train. There is no
hurry in chemo. There is no anesthesia. No hustle and bustle of people moving to get you from here to there. Nothing to organize. Nothing to do. There is an attentive
staff preparing for your marathon. There is stillness. There is waiting. And there is a profound state of quiet.

I had made the decision to spend the day alone. I was feeling good, strong...fierce. I knew my first treatment would be a long haul. Anywhere from four to seven hours
depending on how things went. I wasn’t terribly nervous going into it, but everyone in my world was. On the insistence and foresight of my friend Olena, she and Ruth
picked me up at home and brought me to my office for a few hugs and then Mary Beth dropped me off at chemo. Ruth would pick me up, but until then I was on my own.
It was after my blood panel had been taken and the wonderful nurse assigned to me was looking for a vein to thread the chemo needle when the reality of what I was
facing took hold of me. That was the moment I saw the scope of what was happening. That was the moment I lost control.
The tears that followed poured through my eyes, but my whole body truly wept and I could feel it in every way. I didn’t move. I’m not sure if that was because I couldn’t
move or because the nurse was threading the needle. And apparently I didn’t make a sound because it was quite a few minutes before she looked up and me. “Allison”
she finally said. Her voice full of surprise, tenderness and great concern. The seemingly fearless warrior who had walked through the door less than an hour earlier was
crumbling and they hadn’t even begun the first drip.
I’m not sure exactly what went on or how distraught I appeared to be, but while my world went into slow motion, as I contemplated the fact that I was about to douse my
body with poison so that I wouldn’t die, people were being assembled. I completely lost sense of time. I was in a moment that felt like forever. Then somewhere along
the way I opened my journal and started writing. It was the only thing I could do to get from one second to the next. And they were all so long. The seconds… at a certain point the head chemo RN was sitting in front of me. She was amazing. We talked about so many things. I can’t remember what exactly, with the exception of my
asking her if she was familiar with the play No Exit by Jean Paul Sarte. That I remember clearly for some reason. Looking back it makes sense, sitting in a chemo chair,
grabbing for something to relate to and coming up with a one act play consisting of three people that are trapped in hell for all of eternity.
The nurse was so good with me. Who knows what kind of sense I was making. Holding her hands and getting it out, I heard another voice, “Chemo Sucks.” someone
said. I remember that because it threw me. It was my well mannered, always composed and cheery nurse navigator speaking in a tone I’d never heard and using a word
I never would have imagined her saying. Looking up to see who was talking, I knew it was her, but I was expecting someone else. In a sense it was. She had revealed
another side of herself. What I saw was a face of a woman who knew. A woman who had seen it all.
And together we sat. The chemo nurse, my RN navigator and the chemo RN running the team. I’m not sure how long we talked and I’m not sure when the drip started,
but I wasn’t left alone for quite some time. I must have cried for two hours, and then talked for another two. It all came out. Every question. Every fear. Every ounce of
control over my mind and body was gone. It was the most intense experience of my life and then, in the midst of that poison dripping into my body, something shifted.
The scariest thing had happened. It was happening. That’s when I fully realized the quiet. I was being given a moment. A day. A place with no phones, no email, no
bombardment of questions and information. I was alone with myself, at my very core, to think and feel and experience at my own pace. My hell had become my oasis.
I spent the rest of my treatment alone with my heart and a heightened awareness of my soul, and as crazy as it sounds, it was beautiful.
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The Story of Allison W. Gryphon - Breast Cancer Battle
FRIDAY, MAY 11, 2012

On April 10th 2011, novelist and filmmaker Allison W. Gryphon found a lump in her breast. One can only imagine what went through her mind at that very second and
the seconds that followed. Little did she know, the fight for her life began at that very moment.
After being dignosed with stage III breast cancer, Allison has had three surgeries, six rounds of chemotherapy and thirty days of radiation treatment. The outcome? This
brave woman who certainly doesn't have the word 'quit' in her dictionary, won the battle! Congratulations Allison!!!!!
To celebrate her recovery and the wonderful changes that cancer has brought into her life, Allison is getting inked at Zulu Tattoo in Los Angeles. Her vision of an angel
wing, butterfly wing and the power of water will be incorporated in one design. This tattoo is not meant to cover her scar but to help her celebrate the change that it
represents. I'm sure she can't wait for her appointment on June 9th!
Allison's amazing story is a positive message for everyone. I truly admire this woman. It spoke volumes when she remarked that cancer was the best thing to happen to
her. We all face problems in our lives at some point or another. Some more than others. In reality, are our problems as bad as the battle she faced? I highly doubt so...
Good news is Allison is producing and directing a raw and hopeful look into the modern day cancer battle titled "What the F@#- is Cancer and Why Does Everybody
Have It?". It will feature an interview with Zulu, owner of Zulu Tattoo, about his advocacy and work with cancer fighters.
For more information on Allison W. Gryphon, please visit the web links below.

www.noelboyd.com/2012/05/story-or-allison-w-gryphon-breast.html

Allison W. Gryphon talks with Mark Brener & Cece Suwal about Expert Tips to Help Conquer Cancer on Finding Your

Supreme Power at www.theoneworldinitiative.com/online-radio.

Allison W. Gryphon shares how she bounced back from her stage 3a breast cancer diagnosis in Meryl Hartstein’s
new book Bounce Back Women. Due out on shelves in 2014.

www.bouncebackwomen.com

A United Front: Filmmaker Allison W. Gryphon’s Battle with Breast Cancer
by Derek Martin Wade
If you were to ask Allison about her bout with stage III breast cancer she would not tell you about the three surgeries, six
rounds of chemotherapy or month of radiation treatments she endured. She would probably not tell you about the tattoos
burned into her chest that guided the lasers to the exact location of the cancer cells but she might tell you that she didn’t have
a ‘bout’ with cancer. It was not a sparring match but a dirty fight, not a skirmish or a battle but a war. Allison W. Gryphon;
award-winning screenwriter, novelist and filmmaker brought every weapon in her arsenal to cancer and now she has two
more; her forthcoming film What the F@#- Is Cancer and Why Does Everybody Have It? and the The Why? Foundation.org.

In Gryphon’s new film, What the F@#- is Cancer and Why Does Everybody Have It?, set to join the film festival circuit this summer, people are asked to describe cancer
in one word. In my conversation with Allison, she said that when she asked her oncologist, who was at first stumped by the question, he pinpointed it in three words,
“Enemy number one.”
Allison never expected to get “Enemy number one” let alone a cancer that had progressed as far as it had. She was in an age group of women who were less likely to
get cancer; she was 38 years old, well below the 45 year olds and older group who were ten times more likely to be diagnosed with the same disease. In addition, a history of breast cancer did not exist in her family. Allison was also a self-admitted pilates addict and was in excellent physical shape. She cared about her body and what
she put into it. She ate a healthy diet but was diagnosed with cancer anyway.
Three days after her diagnosis, Allison sat in a coffee house drinking the best coffee she had ever had and she felt “wide awake.” Everything that mattered, mattered so
much more. She would no longer live her life the same and nothing would be taken for granted. It was a wake-up call.
Allison W. Gryphon did not live her life preparing for a battle with cancer but when cancer did come she was in top fighting form. German philosopher Friedrich
Nietzsche said, “The best weapon against an enemy is another enemy” and Allison was about to become breast cancer’s worst enemy. Allison believes that it is her
healthy lifestyle that contributed to her success and gave her the strength to carry on through the rigorous chemotherapy and the cancer cell-killing radiation. In addition,
she enriched her body by redefining her healthy diet by “eating clean;” a diet of organic, unrefined, minimally processed and locally grown food including antibiotic-free
and growth hormone-free meats.
Allison believes that a cancer patient has to be a cancer fighter, to be proactive in their own recovery and to ask for help. She says “Fighting cancer is a team sport.” Allison’s team includes an army of friends and the The Why? Foundation.

There are hundreds of breast cancer websites that provide information in black and white text, statistics in graphs and pie charts bordered by pop up ads selling everything pink. Websites like these are filled with the ‘whats;’ What is Cancer? What are the symptoms? What are the treatments? What are the drugs and what are the
chances? Nothing in these websites, including the website for the largest fundraiser for cancer research in the world aside from the U.S government, offers support for
the newly diagnosed, provides emotional support for the recovering patient and answers the question ‘why?’
Allison Gryphon’s The Why? Foundation strives to provide a place for cancer patients and survivors to find answers, seek out support, community and real help. This
place is an outlet for Allison’s experience as patient and survivor offering guideposts for others as well as a place for other sufferers and survivors to share their experiences. The Why? Foundation tells the recovering patient what to expect after treatment like how the simple things in our daily lives suddenly become very difficult.
There were slightly more than 230,000 new cases of invasive breast cancer diagnosed in the U.S. in 2011 of whom Allison W. Gryphon was one of them. That year almost forty thousand women died from the disease in the U.S. alone. That’s more than all the highway deaths and almost three times the homicide rate in the U.S. Allison produced her film for those cancer patients recently diagnosed and the additional 500,000 and more who are in varying stages of treatment as a means to create a
united front to combat the deadly disease.
Today Allison W. Gryphon is believed to be cancer-free, is checked quarterly and is still fighting.
www.thewhyfoundation.org
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Top 10 Most Popular N+S Posts of 2012
Happy New Year, beautiful freaks!
As we begin lucky 2013, we wouldn't be a proper blog if we didn't take a look back on a very interesting year in tattoo culture. So, I've pulled ten of the most popular
posts of the past year -- "popular" being determined by the less-than-scientific method of seeing what got the most hits, Tweets, Likes, FB Comments, and hate
mail. Naturally, it was free giveaways that garnered the most love, but outside of our contests -- and there will be many more in the new year to come -- here's what was
hot in no particular order:
The Eyeball Tattooing Video. Surprised?
Vice's Tattoo Age Series. An absolute favorite for thoughtful and fun filming of tattoo life, without drama.

WM3's Damien Echols on Tattoos & Tattooing. We were all thrilled for the release of theWest Memphis 3, and even more so that Damien Echols
found comfort in the tattoo community, and even picked up a machine himself. Here's my Q&A with Damien about his tattoo experience.
Contaminated Tattoo Inks. Risk of serious infection found through the use of non-sterile water in inks.
Arizona Supreme Court: "Tattoos are Free Speech." Our big legal victory of the year! [Many legal posts were also popular, including my usual
blather on tattoo copyright, new state legislation, as in Florida's tattoo rules, and how tattoos have weighed on immigration issues.]
Of course, artists profiles are a huge part of the site and they get lots of love. Some of the most linked were posts on Miya Bailey, Chris Dingwell, David Allen, Jef Palumbo, Kristel Oreto, Pat Fish, and more recently, Guy Aitchison & Michele Wortman.
The most shared guest post was that of Paul Roe of Britishink: "The Skuse Family, Batty About Tattooing." It's packed with fantastic tattoo history. Another guest post that was incredibly "Liked" and "Retweeted" was the beautiful tribute Doug Moskowitz wrote on Father's Day about his
legendary father Walter Moskowitz in "The Dad Royal."
A Tattoo to Transcend a Breast Cancer Battle. The story of Allison W. Gryphon -- and how she kicked cancer's ass and got the tattoo
that marks her victory -- inspired many.
The Latest Tattoo Statistics. People just love nice, neat numbers.
Finally, we're grateful for the love you've shown us as we continue our own tattoo collection. While the actual 8-hours of rib tattooing wouldn't be
the highlight of my year, the result certainly was a big one. Thank you, Dan DiMattia! And Brian also started and finished his backpiece by Mike
Rubendall (55 and a half hours under the needle). It's nothing short of stunning. But yeah, after long, grueling sessions, your support really has
meant a lot.
In fact, we appreciate any time you spend with us, reading the blog or sharing your thoughts on our social media forums and in person at conventions and other events. You have my thanks and most passionate kisses.
Love,
Marisa
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Safari Sundays creates an identity of empowerment for The Why? Foundation
New York, New York (March 4, 2013). Creative agency Safari Sundays has designed the brand identity for The Why? Foundation, an organization with an edgy
attitude and in-your-face approach to providing support and information around cancer, transforming fearful victims into warriors.
Safari Sundays came up with a concept entitled ‘the fighter’. The core identity serves as an attention-grabbing, edgy shorthand to the organization’s name (W?
F) while representing the heart of The Why? Foundation; the many questions surrounding cancer. The mark also serves a s a nod to the documentary film created by founder Allison W. Gryphon entitled “What the F@#- is Cancer? And Why Does Everybody Have It?” due to debut in the Directors Guild of America
Director's Finder Series this May. The brand essence ‘knowledge is power’ is further brought to life across stationary collateral and merchandise.
Safari Sundays Associate Creative Director, Adam Walko, says “The identity represents how Allison's fearless attitude cuts through the sugar-coated industry
standards that surround such a brutal disease”.
The Why? Foundation founder Allison W. Gryphon, says “Raw, honest and in your face. That’s me. That’s cancer. And for me, that was the only option for
branding. Safari Sundays was it. I am honored that they came to us, but had they not, I would have crawled through glass to get to them. They are an amazing
team with incredible talent who not only understand, but live the word ‘collaboration’. Beyond that, they want awareness of what it takes to fight cancer out
there just as much as I do and it just doesn’t get better than that”.

More on Safari Sundays
Safari Sundays is an independent creative agency based in New York and Amsterdam and partners with visionary clients such as bobble, Pepsi, Carlsberg and
XIX Entertainment.
Contact:
Cynthia Davies
Cynthia@safarisundays.com
212-941-1975
54 Thompson St, Floor 3, NY, NY 10012
More on The Why? Foundation
The Why? Foundation was founded by cancer survivor Allison W. Gryphon, who exceeded expectations during and after treatment for aggressive cancer
through support by other fighters, survivors and medical professionals. It is founded on the notion that knowledge is power, and addresses answers in a very
real, raw and honest way that empowers people with what it means to fight cancer day-to-day on the ground level - and to fight stronger.
Contact:
The Why? Foundation
Alia Tarraf
pr@thewhyfoundation.org
8491 Sunset Boulevard #269

What the F@#- is Cancer
Posted on March 7, 2013
By Jessie Losch

Allison Gryphon is a novelist and filmmaker. She also sports the edgy haircut common to young actresses on the Oscar
circuit [think Anne Hathaway & Charlize Theron] and, as in Allison’s case, recent cancer survivors. When Allison was diagnosed with Stage IIIA breast cancer 2 years ago, she launched a full-scale attack on the disease, researching nutrition,
Eastern and Western-based treatments, exercise, clothing, makeup, and all of the miriad physical and emotional facets that
are affected in fighting cancer. She also decided to make a movie: the movie that she wished had been available to help her
understand the complicated, exhausting, challenging fight ahead. The result, What the F@#- is Cancer and Why Does Everybody Have it? (not yet released), became a collaboration of artists, writers, cancer fighters and their friends, families, and
doctors. Allison also created The Why? Foundation to support people going through the fight.

www.sadieraeandco.com

I met Allison a few weeks after I’d moved to Los Angeles, and, by the time I sat down across from her at dinner, I’d decided that I needed to be her friend. She’s sitcom-worthy, best friend material; you could easily imagine meeting her for a
latte and giggling about Johnny Depp while a hipster in plaid and skinny jeans played Dylan covers in the background [full
disclosure; except for the hipster, that was actually true]. Allison is open, honest, snort-out-your-latte funny. You could be
Phoebe and Rachel, Samantha and Carrie, any two girlfriends out for a drink. And then you ask casually why her thumbs
are covered in band-aids and remember that her body is still recovering from the radiation and chemo that only recently finished. While anyone would be expected to rest and take time for themselves after the physical and emotional ordeal of
fighting cancer, Allison apparently doesn’t have the word “rest” in her vocabulary. She’s determined to give to others what
she wished had been available to her through the process. She’s also always willing to share what she went through,
to make cancer a less formidable enemy.

www.sadieraeandco.com

How important was it to feel sexy or pretty? How well does the media portray cancer? How do you feel about seeing pink
ribbons everywhere? You are featured in a tattoo magazine?All these answers and more in this exclusive interview with
Allison Gryphon.

I HAVE BREAST CANCER – NOW WHAT?
Jessie: What was missing when you were diagnosed and going through treatment, and how are you trying to fill that
gap for others now?
Allison: That’s a big question. What I found to be missing was a straight-up resource that showed cancer fighters and their
friends, family and co-workers what it means to go through cancer on the ground level. When I was diagnosed, as much as
I appreciated the research and walks and awareness, which is all very important, what I wanted was an understanding of
the day-to-day. I wanted to know what I was facing, how I could prepare for it and how the people in my life could prepare
for it. I looked for a movie, a book and a website. Nothing quite delivered what I needed so I picked up a camera, pulled
out my laptop and sent out a call for help to Hollywood. The result is the recently completed documentary feature, What the
F@#- is Cancer and Why Does Everybody Have It?, an online cancer resource center called The Why? Foundation and an
easy-to-read guide book that’s still in the works.
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WHAT ABOUT PINK RIBBONS? JUST A FASHION STATEMENT?
Jessie: Let’s talk Mars and Venus here. Breast cancer seems like staunchly female domain, with pink ribbons decorating everything from jewelry to yogurt. What do you think have been some of the consequences of this?
Allison: I think it’s very important to understand what that pink ribbon really stands for. Don’t just wear awareness; be
aware. Know what it means to have breast cancer, to fight it, to check your breasts, to live a healthy life. And know that this
doesn’t just hit women, men get breast cancer too. We’ve got a lot of work to do. All of us.
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FEELING GOOD. LOOKING GOOD. FIGHTING BREAST CANCER WITH STYLE.
Jessie: Was it important to you to feel pretty or sexy while you we’re going through treatment?
Allison: Absolutely. There was no way I was hiding what I was going through and I really didn’t want to. I had one falling,
natural, little breast and one giant breast being expanded for surgery, high on my chest, during my 4 ½ months of chemo. I
live in LA. I work in Burbank. It was summer and it was hot. I wasn’t about to put a wig, or anything, on my head. So at almost 6 ft tall, with a mismatched chest and no hair, I felt there was only one thing to do, own it and go sexy G-I Jane/punk
rock. I’ve got to say, it was kind of fun. Eye shadow became a huge deal. Bold lipstick. mini skirts, knee-high boots. Fabulous scarves to throw around my neck so they draped over my breasts, camouflaging my state of flux. Going through it was
no joke, but owning it changed me. As crazy as it sounds, cancer brought me to a new level of feeling sexy. It was like a
dare that I responded to with, “Hey cancer, you don’t get to take my sexy away. Check this out. How do you like me
now?” And you know, I think the look and the attitude made people more comfortable with my cancer because I was comfortable.

CANCER VS. HOLLYWOOD CANCER
Jessie: Is there any portrayal on TV or in movies that you feel “gets it right” when showing what people living with
cancer go through?
Allison: Ooh. That’s a rough one. You know, awareness is so important, but Hollywood is Hollywood. I’m here. I’m in it. I
get it. Overall, I think we need to do better. That being said, I do have my favorite moments. Aurora Greenway in Terms of
Endearment screaming, “Give my daughter the shot.” Samantha in Sex and the City telling her boyfriend that he couldn’t
handle her shaving her head really because she couldn’t handle doing it in front of him. The first episode of
the Parenthood when Christina told Adam she’d been diagnosed was spot on and done very tastefully. There is good and
bad. Overall we need to kick it up a notch in terms of authenticity.
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INK: FIGHTING CANCER WITH PERMANENT STYLE

Jessie: You were featured in Skin & Ink magazine getting a tattoo. That’s not the image that we usually see when we
see cancer survivors in magazines. What made you choose to get the tattoo, and in the spot where you got it? Do you
thinkS&I’s core readers were surprised to see you in the middle of heavily tattooed bikers and pin-ups?
Allison: I don’t know that I chose the tattoo. I think it chose me. I remember when I knew it was coming. It was two days before my mastectomy. A dear and well-inked friend and I were having lunch. Somehow we got on the subject of the meaning
behind his sacred tattoos and that was it. It was as if it that moment opened a door to let out the tattoo that was already
growing inside of me, just waiting for the right moment to come out. It was over a year before I actually go the tattoo, but
that was the moment I became aware of it. It was peaceful and profound and simple. I remember that realization so clearly.
It was like, oh yeah, I’m getting a tattoo… on my breast… to wrap itself around the brilliant mark made by my doctors to
get the cancer out and make me healthy again.
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As far as the magazine, Wow! I was thrilled that Skin & Ink featured the story of my tattoo, both for breast cancer awareness and for writing about the spiritual side of getting a tattoo. At the end of the day that’s what it’s all about, right? What
that mark does for you on the inside. Cancer hits all of us in some way. I hope that more main stream magazines takeS&I’s
lead in not being afraid to talk about it. And getting 4 pages among all off S&I’s sexy women was pretty cool.
To learn more about THE WHY? FOUNDATION and the upcoming film, What The F@#_ is Cancer and Why Does
Everybody Have It?, visit www.thewhyfoundation.org.

www.sadieraeandco.com

BIOGRAPHY
Allison W. Gryphon is a novelist, filmmaker and breast cancer fighter with a passion for story and an undying appetite for living life to the fullest.
Allison’s first feature film, La Cucina, for which she wrote the screenplay, was released on Showtime in December of 2010. La Cucina won the honor of
‘Best Picture’ at both The Beloit International Film Festival and the Los Angeles Backlot Film Festival, as well as ‘Best Screenplay’ at the Bragacine Festival
International de Cinema in Portugal.
Allison’s first novel, the supernatural thriller entitled Blood Moon, is out on shelves now and the is first book in her Witches Moon Trilogy.

In April of 2010, Ms. Gryphon launched a movie and TV insider interview column called Monday Morning Hollywood at Examiner.com. In January of 2011,
she began A.W. Gryphon’s Bits & Pieces, a flash fiction blog, which serves as an outlet for a wide array of genres and works. Both the column and the blog are
dear to Allison’s heart, but have been on hold since she received some rather surprising news in April of 2011.
On April 13, 2011, Allison was diagnosed with stage IIIa breast cancer. Everything in her life came to a halt, but only for a moment. She took a deep breath
then decided to fight. The first thing Allison did was look for a movie that would give her an understanding of what she was facing in terms of her cancer battle
both physically and emotionally. The movie didn’t exist. She couldn’t believe it, so she decided to make it. Allison sent out the call for help to some of Hollywood’s best. The response was both overwhelming and beautiful. With absolutely no money to be had, filmmakers from all over stepped up to the plate and offered her their talents, their services, their time and their hearts. Some of them Allison knew, many she’d never met. And for the most part, Allison paid them
with cookies. The result is Allison’s directorial debut, the feature documentary What the F@#- is Cancer and Why Does Everybody Have it? The movie is due
out on the 2013 film festival circuit. In association with the feature, a collection of personal stories and programs focusing on specific cancers, treatments and
experiences will be released as The What? Series.
Allison is writing about her cancer journey, lending her body to a collection of photographs to demonstrate the breast cancer process entitled The Wide
Awake series, and working to make getting through the day-to-day of fighting cancer easier for people through her newly created The Why? Foundation. She is
also currently hard at work on the second and third books in her Witches Moon Trilogy.

www.awgryphon.com

Cancer is about science, study and the practice of medicine, and most importantly, cancer is about people. What the F@#- is Cancer and Why Does Everybody Have it? is about understanding and celebrating those people. It’s about
really hearing their voices and being invited to share those experiences in a way
that will allow the viewer to walk away with inspiration, questions, knowledge
and hopefully a desire to understand more and make things happen.
This is a movie about learning what it means to fight cancer day-to-day, hour-tohour, minute-to-minute.
In addition to the feature, The Why? Foundation will be releasing a series of
companion programs called, The What? Series.
I’m working to make the film I wanted to see when
I was diagnosed with cancer. – Allison W. Gryphon

WHAT THE F@#- IS CANCER
AND WHY DOES EVERYBODY HAVE IT?
Feature Film
&

THE WHAT? SERIES
Companion Series
On April 10, 2011, Allison W. Gryphon found a lump in her breast. On April
13th, she was diagnosed with stage IIIa breast cancer. Allison’s immediate instinct was to pick up a camera and start asking questions. Not only for herself,
but for all of us.
For many, cancer is a cell under a microscope. For others, it is a symbolic ribbon,
a local fundraiser or a jar calling for help in the checkout line at the grocery store.
Cancer is something different to each individual going through it. It’s all relevant.
It’s all important.

What the F@#- is Cancer and Why Does Everybody Have it? was completed in
January of 2013.

believes that when you or someone you love is fighting cancer you get to feel however
you want to feel. Say whatever you need to say. Be angry. Be sad. Be pissed. Be happy.
Be defeated. Be inspired. Be educated. Be crazy. And be everything all at once. The
Why? Foundation is for everyone.
CANCER ANSWERS: The Why? Foundation Resource Center has the goal of being
an easy-to-use touchstone which offers information on cancer, treatments, research and
helpful ways to fight the disease physically, emotionally, financially, creatively and effectively in a clear and straightforward manner. This is a resource for cancer fighters,
caretakers, friends, family, co-workers and people looking for a general understanding.
This page is in the midst of coming together and has some information, but is not yet
complete. We are under construction. Thank you for patience.
MOVIES. FASHION. COMICS. MUSIC. ART. FIGHTING CANCER CREATIVELY: As much as the medical and the physical are the driving force in fighting cancer, artistic outlets can be wonderful allies to have in your corner whether you are creating, experiencing, escaping or all of the above. The power of movies, fashion, art and
music are explored in this section along with some ideas on how creative outlets can
help you fight cancer.

THE WHY? FOUNDATION
FIGHTING CANCER ON THE GROUND LEVEL
DAY TO DAY, HOUR TO HOUR, MINUTE TO MINUTE
Most people are afraid of cancer and rightfully so. It’s scary and it seems to be everywhere. Our goal is to help alleviate the fear and empower people to learn more and to
fight.
THE FOUNDATION: The Why? Foundation is a cancer fighting network created by
Allison W. Gryphon as a response to her April 2011 breast cancer diagnosis. We are
about supporting people through their cancer fight on the ground level, day-to-day, hour
-to-hour, minute-to-minute. There are no rules here. No judgments. No “musts”. We understand that many times just putting your feet on the floor to get out of bed is just as
challenging as climbing a mountain. Cancer isn’t easy. This team
currently in post production.

THE BLOG: The Why? Foundation blog is intended to share news, inspiration and tidbits on everything from diet to research to people making a difference. Look for a profile or story on a personal cancer experience every Thursday and a new fighting cancer
Super Smile photo from our Wall of Smiles every Friday.
FIGHTER BAGS: As The Why? Foundation evolves, Fighter Bags will be introduced.
Intended to help each cancer fighter recipient mentally, physically and emotionally,
Fighter Bags will be made available to anyone with a cancer diagnosis, on a first-comefirst-serve basis, and will include a selection of donated products. We hope to have them
available by Fall of 2013.
WALL OF SMILES: Here you can share your smile or the smile of a loved one to
celebrate, remember or inspire. This is a place for images of cancer fighters, medical
professionals, caretakers, friends, family, co-workers, advocates…everyone who would
like to send their smile in support of the worldwide fight against cancer.

www.thewhyfoundation.org
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General Information Contact
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pr@thewhyfoundation.org

info@thewhyfoundation.org
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